
National Security Agency                                                    December 22, 2016
Ft. Meade, MD.

Dear Admiral Rogers,

   As a former NSA Intelligence Analyst, I highly commend you for your stance in regard to 
NSA Inspector General George Ellard.  He is beyond criminal and should go to prison in 
addition to being fired. Do not let political pressure sway you from taking out the garbage.
  
   I went through and am still going through a living hell years after I was fraudulently fired at 
the 28 year point in my career at NSA essentially because of the best work of my career, which 
cost me my job, so that upper management in Weapons & Space (Robert G, Drew M) could 
“reward” an incompetent woman, Margarita L, in my office for her prolific sexual favors to 
W&S upper management, as witnessed by Cindy V H, by fraudulently crediting her with my 
work (award-winning support of Operation Iraqi Freedom) so that she could receive my double 
promotion. 

   In short, to avoid a scandal, NSA Inspector General, George Ellard had the guilty people 
fabricate criminal accusations against me concerning a leak to the news papers which may or 
may not have even happened, in regard to a subject I never had training in, exposure to, or knew 
anyone with access to. He then had Security pretend to think I was guilty of something to thwart 
my own IG complaint, which he refused to investigate, nor would he interview my witnesses.  
After the false accusation by Suzette F L, Security (Joe F, Jr.) gave me a thoroughly abusive 
polygraph in that regard, making me flunk the first polygraph ever in my career. Then attempts 
were made to upset and intimidate me for consequent polygraphs to make me appear guilty of 
the impossible. When I tried to complain to his supervisor, Renee H, she hung up on me 
showing me she knew he was instructed to skew the results by improper behavior.

   I even was called down to Security Psych Services and told by Dr. Dina Wieczynski that if I 
did not drop my IG investigation request that she would review all my previous psychological 
tests and “find a problem” in order to have me lose my clearance and job. She even cattily 
remarked what a shame it would be for me to lose out on my retirement so close to the end of my
career. 

   When I resisted the threats, knowing I had done nothing wrong, and that I had a legal right to 
pursue an IG complaint, Security decided to falsify accusations against me with the FBI, first 
through Suzette F L (isn’t that a felony?), who investigated and found no wrong doing. When 
the FBI dropped the case, NSA Security proceeded to massively slander me based on their own 
lies, as corroborated by Gary W, and even had Security and Security contractors stalk and harass
me three years, trying to provoke an incident, I assume. Still Security refused to interview MY 
witnesses, even Air Force Major Sonya M who had been my supervisor during the OIF project.
At the end of three years, apparently they were getting impatient to provoke me so they poisoned
to death a beloved pet and started coordinated aggressive driving attacks against me to and from 
work, trying to scare, injure or kill me.



   At this point, I complained to my new management, Rolando G and Teri S, about the fake 
investigation being used as a basis to criminally abuse me. They reported my complaints to 
Security and Security, specifically William Z, pulled my clearance and put me on non-cleared 
status, with subordinate Robert A taunting me that they could now claim that my report of 
people stalking and harassing me would be used to accuse me of being paranoid and delusional, 
and therefore unfit to hold a clearance so I could be fired and cheated out of my retirement just 3 
years short of my eligibility. This despite no sign of any serious psychological problems 
whatsoever at any time in my life and even previous praise from the former head of Security 
Psych Services, Dr. Paul Clavelle, in 2005, that I was one of the strongest people mentally and 
emotionally whom he had ever met. Any mental health professional will tell you that such an 
illness does not just appear late in life. That is utterly impossible. 

   When I was assigned to my “punishment” job at Travel office, which was adjacent to NSA 
Security, I suddenly saw my stalkers from the previous 3 years parking their own cars and 
reporting to work at Security.

   I went to the Howard County police and reported the car makes and tags of Security personnel 
who had engaged in criminal stalking harassment.  They then immediately reported me to NSA 
Security. Within two days, Security had fabricated accusations that I was now crazy AND 
dangerous, accusing me of saying things that THEY had said, NOT that I had. They then put me 
on administrative leave and demanded that I present myself to an outside psychologist as 
paranoid and delusional and get a second opinion and treatment .  I hired Dr. R in Columbia, 
MD who accurately assessed the fact that but for anxiety from being abused over a three year 
period, I was perfectly mentally and emotionally sound. 

   I also sought out the professional opinion of ----------, co-author of the book “Mobbing, 
Emotional Abuse in the American Workplace”. She wrote an assessment regarding the practice 
of lesser people to attack and destroy co-workers out of jealousy, envy, fear of being found to be 
doing unethical or illegal activity, etc. She described the NSA workplace as hopeless toxic due to
mentally unstable and immoral leadership.

   This support, counter to their false narrative, infuriated NSA Security which could not get Dr. 
R to believe their lies. He could see that all independent psychological tests I had taken over 20 
years, I had passed. But, despite having nothing but lies NSA Security insisted on ignoring facts 
and pursuing their lies in order to fire me. I filed an Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) 
complaint that NSA EEO blatantly refused to investigate despite the law. Finally an Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) judge forced NSA at the behest of my lawyer to 
investigate my complaint that NSA was pretending I had a mental illness that I had never had, 
and was firing me on false basis to cover up a sex scandal that had been why I was cheated out of
my work credit and double promotions. NSA EEO then dishonestly changed my complaint to 
read that I thought I was being discriminated against for being Caucasian, which I NEVER 
SAID and is ludicrous. My lawyers objected, but were ignored by NSA.  The NSA EEO, which 
was run by the wife of an NSA Security manager, investigated on a purposely false basis then 
pronounced itself innocent of fraud. This so infuriated the EEOC Judge Lawrence Gallagher 
that he accepted my EEOC case, which is still awaiting adjudication. At that point, he ordered 



NSA to “take no adverse action until the case was adjudicated”, i.e., do not terminate her 
employment. 

   After NSA put me on admin leave, not only did NSA Security falsely inform Howard County 
police and some neighborhood watch organization that I was “crazy and dangerous” (according 
to HCPD Officer Williams) but they organized a new civilian effort to stalk and harass me 24/7 
as NSA Security had, trying again to provoke an incident they hoped to use against me.  When 
they could not, they just filled their fake paperwork with lies, such as reporting that Captain 
Daniel Coon of the HCPD had claimed I was so paranoid that I “called 911 every other day”, 
when HCPD records themselves showed my household had place 4 calls to HCPD in a year for 
normal problems, to help a lost elderly woman, report illegal dumping, report a gun shot in the 
night, and an assault, thus proving NSA blatantly lying. 

   NSA proceeded with my termination despite Dr. R accompanying me to the review panel and 
assuring them that every psychological test I had ever taken showed me to be perfectly sound 
and all my witnesses whom he had actually spoken with or read their testimonials showed that I, 
not NSA, not those who conspired to steal my work, my promotions, and get me fired to cover 
that up, was telling the truth against a wall of liars who had everything to hide.

   Then, NSA quite viciously tried to cheat me out of my retirement by refusing to give me the 
proper paperwork to submit to get Discontinued Service Retirement from the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM), which I was indeed eligible for. NSA Human Resources  repeatedly lied to 
me at the behest of the IG, George Ellard and Counsel General Vito Potenza that no such thing 
existed, that I was not eligible for it, then finally lying to say that I was not entitled to it unless 
NSA said so – all blatant and viciously vindictive lies, against a woman who merely wanted the 
work credit for a good job and promotions due her for it!  They were stalling hoping the limited 
time during which I could apply would run out and I would be permanently cheated out of my 
health care for life, and ineligible for any retirement at all for 8 years, when I was 62. A 
fortuitous call to OPM confirmed that NSA HR and the General Counsel were lying and OPM 
fought them in time to get my partial GS-12 retirement, though I should really have retired at a 
GS-14 if not GS-15, but for NSA malice and corruption.

   You would think NSA vindictiveness would stop here, but after I moved to Florida, NSA 
Security once again took their lies to the Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) in 
Tallahassee, Florida.  To sabotage my EEOC lawsuit, they again spread lies among law 
enforcement and set up a massive operation to slander me and have me stalked, harassed and 
even electronically harassed with the illegal use of mobile Directed Energy Weapons (DEWs), 
given to FDLE “InfraGard” civilian vigilantes, if not raw criminals, hoping to force me to drop 
my lawsuit or kill me before it was adjudicated. From November 2015 to present, I have been 
under 24/7 assault with DEWs at low, slow-kill level merely because NSA does not want it 
revealed how viciously, criminally, and insanely they retaliate against anyone who might reveal 
the depth of NSA corruption, quite contrary to and in utter contempt of US law and the 
Constitution. I went from no discernible health problems to a sudden plethora of health 
DAMAGE, heart damage, bleeding in the brain, brain granuloma/tumor, vision damage, and 
myriad on-going symptoms indicative of prolonged exposure to electromagnetic radiation, 
microwave, ultrasonic and infrasonic assaults, and others I cannot define yet. 



   This is how my country repays me for my lifetime dedication to its service? Am I really to 
continue to be massively slandered and slow-kill murdered by traitorous bottom-feeder scum at 
the behest of NSA gone rogue?

   It is my understanding that the Naval Security Group has allowed NSA and its FBI/FDLE 
InfraGard proxies access to innumerable DEWs, which have been and are being used against me.
And that post 911 laws have been purposely misinterpreted to allow whistleblowers to be 
conflated with foreign terrorists and murdered to protect a criminal cabal within government. 

   As an Admiral in the Navy and the DIRNSA, surely you can go a long way in investigating 
and stopping this illegal, unconstitutional, immoral, heinous and unconscionable assault upon me
to cover up stolen valor and a tawdry sex scandal. And don’t say let the EEOC handle it, clearly I
will be murdered before that is allowed to happen. You can and must right this wrong. DNI 
James Clapper refused to get involved in 2009, but then he is a thoroughly dishonorable and 
dishonest man.

Karen Melton Stewart
Daughter of AF Colonel, ret. and Vietnam war veteran,
Leonard L. Melton, Jr. as well as great, great… niece of 
General / President George Washington.


